The BCCCS researched the most reasonably priced and most effective vaporizing tools for a variety of medicine...to smoking. This pamphlet contains a brief description of each model, as well as general information about vaporizing.

According to Magic Flight, vaporizing is:

Healthy: A fully potent experience which is gentler and safer than smoking

Stealthy: It's fast, intimate, silent and odor-free

Wealthy: Optimum usage of herbal materials saves money and lasts up to 4 times longer

Wise: A clearer, cleaner, more euphoric experience

Most harm associated with cannabis is not due to the plant itself but caused by inhaling the by-products (a variety of harmful chemicals) of combustion i.e. smoking.

While smoking remains favoured by many due to its speed of delivery and ease of self-dosing, it can irritate the respiratory system and can elevate rates of chronic bronchitis symptoms.

Although smoking cannabis has NOT been shown to be linked to increased lung and other cancers (see Tashkin 2006), we invite you as a member of the BCCCS to consider a vaporizer as an option for consuming cannabis.

Vaporizers heat dried cannabis to temperatures where the active cannabinoids are released without the harmful byproducts of combustion / smoking. Vaporizers retain the benefits of rapid onset, direct delivery to the bloodstream, and ease of self-dosing. The aroma is much more discreet than smoking and you will taste the full flavour of the plant.

For more information on vaporizing, visit: www.vaporizerblog.com

ARIZER AIR
BCCCS Member Price: $235
Warranty: Lifetime on heating element.
2-Year limited warranty covering defects in materials or workmanship, excluding battery. Glass is not covered under warranty.

ARIZER EXTREME Q DIGITAL VAPORIZER (Quiet Edition)
BCCCS Member Price: $239
Warranty: Lifetime on heating element
3-Year limited warranty covering defects in materials or workmanship, excluding glass

ARIZER EXTREME Q DIGITAL VAPORIZER (Quiet Edition)
BCCCS Member Price: $239
Warranty: Lifetime on heating element
3-Year limited warranty covering defects in materials or workmanship, excluding glass

*PAX 1/2/3
BCCCS Member Price: $250 / $350 / $375
Warranty: 10 year warranty
*By Request Only, allow 1-week delivery

PAX: Medical Grade Materials
Durable Discrete design
Easy to use, easy to clean
Quick heating, stainless steel oven
3 temperature settings

PAX 2: Faster battery charge
Even smaller design
4 temperature settings
Lip-sensing technology optimizes heat & vapour production

PAX 3: Dual use includes concentrates insert
Personalize with mobile app
Heats in 15 seconds, vibrate when ready https://www.paxvapor.com

*VOLCANO VAPORIZER
Price: $600 Classic / $720 Digital
Warranty: 3-year warranty

*pax vaporizer

PAX: Medical Grade Materials
Durable Discrete design
Easy to use, easy to clean
Quick heating, stainless steel oven
3 temperature settings

PAX 2: Faster battery charge
Even smaller design
4 temperature settings
Lip-sensing technology optimizes heat & vapour production

PAX 3: Dual use includes concentrates insert
Personalize with mobile app
Heats in 15 seconds, vibrate when ready https://www.paxvapor.com
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XMAX VITAL
BCCCS Member Price: $99
Warranty: 6-month on battery.
Large, all ceramic baking chamber
OLED display
By-degree temperature adjustment
Heats to 210°C in 30 seconds
High quality, Samsung 2200 mAh battery
Three optional accessories available for purchase: 14mm adapter, glass mouth piece, and spill proof bubble

XMAX V2 PRO
BCCCS Member Price: $115
Warranty: Lifetime service warranty
Great airflow, durable, compact
Dual Titanium & Quartz Bowl
Includes Spill Proof Bubbler Attachment
Temperature Control Battery – 2 settings
Battery Capacity: 1500 mAh
https://xvapeus.com/index.php/concentrate/xvape-v-one-2-0.html

YOCAN EVOLVE/ EVOLVE PLUS
BCCCS Member Price: $50 & $60
Warranty: 3-month on battery. Coils are only replaced if in new, unused, and not working.
Quartz atomizer coils instead of traditional ceramic, for the most pure experience
The Quartz Dual Coil (QDC) guarantees a clean and smooth vapor
The functional coil cap prevents thick oil from leaking out or the mouthpiece from getting hot
Comfortable, compact and convenient shape
The Evolve Plus has the same design of the original with a few upgrades, including:
More robust model - 19mm diameter
Heats up instantly
Larger coil
Convenient silicone jar attached to the bottom of the battery
Micro USB charging capability
http://www.yocantech.com/

MAGIC FLIGHT LAUNCH BOX
BCCCS Member Price: $130
Warranty: Lifetime functional warranty. Three months for batteries
Simple, portable, and handmade from renewable, organic hardwood,
Includes rechargeable batteries, charger, glass mouthpiece, cleaning brush and carrying case
Perfect for vaporizing dry herb, as well as hash & oil concentrates (with use of a specially made concentrate tray).
Many accessories available for purchase: wood or acrylic mouthpieces, attachments for water tools, a whip style mouthpiece, attachable grinder, car charger, hard shell carrying case.
This model requires manual assembly and dexterity to operate, so it may be difficult for those with low mobility.

YOCAN EXGO W4
HALF-KIT
BCCCS Member Price: $39
Warranty: Only on new, unused elements
No wicks/coils. The fast heating element creates a very pure taste and allows a small battery, such as the EXgo V1 650 mAh battery to do the job as a high powered MOD battery.
Take care to avoid contact between the Nero foil located below the perforated metal cover and any sharp instruments, including dab tools.
http://www.yocanproducts.com/yocan-exgo-w4-tank-vaporizer-nero-technology.php